A novel power-driven fractional accumulated grey model and its application in forecasting wind energy consumption of China.
Wind energy is one of the most important renewable resources and plays a vital role in reducing carbon emission and solving global warming problem. Every country has made a corresponding energy policy to stimulate wind energy industry development based on wind energy production, consumption, and distribution. In this paper, we focus on forecasting wind energy consumption from a macro perspective. A novel power-driven fractional accumulated grey model (PFAGM) is proposed to solve the wind energy consumption prediction problem with historic annual consumption of the past ten years. PFAGM model optimizes the grey input of the classic fractional grey model with an exponential term of time. For boosting prediction performance, a heuristic intelligent algorithm WOA is used to search the optimal order of PFAGM model. Its linear parameters are estimated by using the least-square method. Then validation experiments on real-life data sets have been conducted to verify the superior prediction accuracy of PFAGM model compared with other three well-known grey models. Finally, the PFAGM model is applied to predict China's wind energy consumption in the next three years.